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Abstract 
The number of Twitter users in Iraq has increased significantly in recent years. Major events, the political situation 
in the country, had a significant impact on the content of Twitter and affected the tweets of Iraqi users. Creating an 
Iraqi Arabic Dialect corpus is crucial for sentiment analysis to study such behaviors. Since no such corpus existed, 
this paper introduces the Corpus of Iraqi Arabic Dialect (CIAD). The corpus has been collected, annotated and made 
publicly accessible to other researchers for further investigation. Furthermore, the created corpus has been validated 
using eight different combinations of four feature-selections approaches and two versions of Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) algorithm. Various performance measures were calculated. The obtained accuracy, 78 %, indicates a promising 
potential application. 
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Аннотация
За последние годы количество пользователей Twitter в Ираке значительно увеличилось. Крупные события и 
политическая обстановка в стране оказывают значительное влияние на информацию в Twitter и затрагивают 
сообщения иракских пользователей. Создание корпуса иракских арабских диалектов Corpus of Iraqi Arabic 
Dialect (CIAD) имеет решающее значение для анализа настроений и изучения такой информации. Представлено 
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исследование CIAD, который был разработан и описан другими исследователями. Корпус проверен с 
использованием восьми различных комбинаций четырех подходов к выбору признаков и двух версий алгоритма 
метода опорных векторов. Рассчитаны различные показатели эффективности. Полученная точность составила 
78 %, что указывает на многообещающее потенциальное применение.
Ключевые слова
анализ настроений, интеллектуальный анализ данных, метод опорных векторов, поведение пользователей, 
интеллектуальный анализ социальных сетей
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Introduction

The data generated by social medial platforms is 
enormous. Videos, audios, text and images are produced 
as a result of users’ interactions. Text is the most common 
data type used by social media users to express their ideas, 
feeling and thoughts. Arabic-text is the fourth most-used on 
the internet and the fifth most-spoken language worldwide 
[1, 2].

Arabic-text is available online in two forms: 
Modern Standard Arabic and Arabic dialects. Dialects 
are categorized according to various regions. The work 
presented in [3] breaks down the regional dialect into five 
groups: Egyptian, Levantine, Gulf, Maghrebi, Iraqi and 
others. The authors of [4] presented the five groups and 
added Yemenite Arabic as a sixth dialect. Fig. 1 below 
shows the regional classification of Arabic language 
dialects.

The internet is very rich with English language dataset 
which can be used in Sentiment Analysis (SA), whereas the 
Arabic language has a very small corpora available. The 
state of the art shows that there are no public access of the 
Arabic Iraqi Dialect corpus available for researchers [4–7]. 
Hence, this paper attempts to bridge this gap.

SA maintains different machine learning methods to 
detect and analyses certain patterns of the studied data. 

In Kumar and Jaiswal’s research [8], a systematic review 
showed that Support Vector Machine (SVM) is the most 
dominant method which has been used in SA. Accordingly, 
the Corpus of Iraqi Arabic Dialect (CIAD) constructed in 
this research was validated using two versions of SVM.

The main goal of this paper is to present an open 
access Arabic Iraqi dialect corpus. The constructed corpus 
establishes a solid base for future studies on SA for Iraqi 
Arabic Dialect (IAD). The elements of this work are listed 
below:
— The raw data comprising an elongated words dictionary 

of Arabic Iraqi Dialect.
— Original tweets before and after preprocessing of Arabic 

Iraqi Dialect.
— Arabic Iraqi Dialect annotated tweets (Corpus).
— Availability of all mentioned resources for public 

access.

Related Works

In recent years, SA (also known as opinion mining) 
has attracted many researchers around the world. Various 
machine learning approaches are utilized in SA task. The 
most frequently used methods are SVM and Naïve Bayes. 
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is also considered 
to be promising method in this field [8]. This section will 

Fig. 1. Regional Arabic dialect map
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review the most recent works on SA concentrated on Arabic 
dialects when it possible.

In [9], the authors presented a German SA corpus of 
labelled tweets. The methodology had employed CNN to 
construct a corpus of 9738 German tweets. According to 
the authors, computer science and linguistics students were 
chosen to annotate the unlabelled tweets. The conclusion 
of the study was that the proposed method outperformed 
the comparative SVM in some cases, while other cases it 
did not.

In [10], the authors used the ASTD (Arabic Sentiment 
Tweets Dataset) with 10K tweets involving the Arabic-
Egyptian social sentiment, with the crawling process being 
done over two stages. The first stage involved SocialBakers, 
and specified the most effective accounts. The second 
stage used the most Egypt-trending hashtags. According to 
authors, the classification process was done in four steps. 
Finally, the validation was done using F1 measure.

In [11], a Saudi-Arabic sentiment corpus consists of 
32063 tweets annotated using deep learning method. SVM 
was used as a comparative method based on accuracy 
criteria. 

The authors of [12] experimented on IAD corpus 
dataset. Furthermore, the feature extraction process was 
based on their latent words. Four methods were applied: 
logistic regression, Naïve Bayes, SVM and decision tree. 
In conclusion, the experimental performance showed that 
SVM and logistic regression have better performance that 
the other methods.

In [13], the authors introduce a Shami (Levantine) 
corpus which covers four spoken countries: Syria, Lebanon, 
Jordan and Palestine. The corpus contains a large volume 
of Levantine dialects that have been collected from social 
media using Twitter API. Different blogs are manually 
elected during the data collection step. Preprocessing 
step had been done using four steps: diacritics removal, 
non-Arabic words and letters removal, unifying spelling 
styles, and freeing up the non-Levantine sentences. Which 
was done manually. Finally, the experimental results were 
conducted using the Naïve Bayes classifier and n-gram 
model. 

In [14], the authors had introduced a new corpus of 
Arabic SA. The dataset was built from a large number of 
Arabic tweets. The preprocessing mechanism included 
removing repeated letters, dividing each tweet into multiple 
tokens, and eliminating the stop words. The following step 
emphasized on the creation of three types of lexicons: 
emoticons, social acronyms, and interjections. Finally, 
in the last step, SA was done based on three methods: 
Naïve Bayes, SVM and Maximum Entropy. Meanwhile, the 
behavior of each method was studied using representation 
vector model. 

In [15] a Moroccan (Maghrebi) SA method for tweets 
microblogs was developed to investigate the Moroccan 
users’ emotions based on negative or positive responses. 
According to the authors, a number of challenges had to be 
addressed since the Moroccan speakers use many dialects 
such as “Darija dialect”, “Amazigh dialect” and mix of 
Arabic and other languages. Therefore, a number of tools 
were employed in the preprocessing step. Such as HDFS, 
to clean up tweets by removing unwanted symbols, hashtag 

and Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). Then, Naïve 
Bayes was used as the main method to classify the tweets 
into positive or negative. Finally, the main topics were 
revealed by using an Latent Dirichlet Allocation algorithm.

To sum up, the works reviewed in this sections show 
that different SAs of Arabic dialects and their corpora 
have been investigated. However, it has been found that an 
Arabic Iraqi Dialect corpora not available for public access. 
We also noted that the most dominant method, which has 
been used for SA, is SVM. Therefore, it has been used in 
the validation process on this research.

Research Methodology

The research methodology presented in this paper is 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The proposed approach consists of 
four main stages. Each stage consists of various sub-stages. 
In the following subsections, each stage and sub-stage are 
explained extensively.

Corpus Creation

The prepared corpus aims to help researchers to 
separate the hate speech from non-hate speech of CIAD. 
CIAD collects data from twitter by using the twitter Auth 
listener API1. The fetched data is filtered by hashtags 
and by twitter accounts from the Iraqi society, where the 
hashtags and accounts of Iraqi politicians and influencers 
have been chosen. The former were selected from 
trending Iraqi hashtags such as “  and  
“ ”, which means “Iraq_Uprising”, 
“Iraq”, and “Boycott imported products”, while the latter 
were selected based on the highest number of followers.

1 Available at: https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs (accessed 
11.03.2022).

Fig. 2. Research methodology

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs
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Data Annotation

The 1K tweets were annotated by three Arabic Iraqi 
native linguistics experts. Binary classification was used 
in the annotation decision since that leads to high accuracy 
results [16] we propose a pattern-based approach that goes 
deeper in the classification of texts collected from Twitter 
(i.e., tweets).

The experts annotated the microblogs as one clause, 
either as positive or negative. An expert who couldn’t 
figure out whether a clause was positive (Р) or negative 
(N) would annotate it as “I Don’t Know” (IDK). Finally, 
the annotations of the three experts were collected and 
compared. The decision of microblog polarity is made 
based on the rules illustrated in Table 1. For instance, if 
two experts labelled a tweet as positive and negative, while 
the other expert annotated the same tweets as IDK, then the 
final annotation decision would be neutral (Nu). Table 1 
shows the results for the three experts’ annotation decisions.

As a rule of thumb, the number of positive and negative 
words and the overall context of the tweets were taken into 
consideration during the annotation process. The following 

examples discuss sample of the tweets annotated in this 
research and the associated authors’ decisions. 

Example 1: sample text “ ”  
which means “I’d like to express my love and respect for 
here because she deserves that”. It can be seen that the 
positive words like “love” and “respect” reflect a positive 
content. Additionally, the overall context of the tweet also 
expresses a positive felling. Therefore, the three experts 
labelled this tweet as positive.

Example 2: sample text “ ” which means 
“your ears need to be popped”. Although, the tweet did 
not contain any negative words, its overall context means 
threating in Iraqi slang dialect. Hence, all the three experts 
labelled it as negative.

Example 3: sample text“ 
” which  

means “Mother of the martyr Ryan Ramon, urge the 
Iraqi people to ask for their rights. The call of the 
martyr’s mother who missed her son is stronger than 
the assassination bullets”. Such tweets do not contain 
clear positive or negative words. Hence, the annotators 
relied on the context of the tweet to make their decisions. 
Accordingly, the three experts labelled this tweet as IDK, 
positive and negative, respectively.

All in all, the experts annotated 1170 tweets. Since the 
ultimate aim of the research was to classify each tweet as 
either negative or positive, the neutral (78 tweets) and IDK 
(540 tweets) have been excluded. Only 552 tweets have been 
used, 251 positive and 289 negative. The 1170 annotated 
tweets are freely accessible on GitHub1. Fig. 3 depicts 
the annotation process implemented by the three experts. 

Data Pre-processing

The data pre-processing stage, implicitly, consists of 
eight sub-stages. The ultimate aim of this stage is to convert 
the collected data into a format that can be consumed by the 
mining algorithm. The eight sub-stages included in the data 
pre-processing stage are explained in detail below.

Punctuation removal. Preserving the original 
semantics of the posted tweet is an essential step in the 
data pre-processing stage. Hence, removing punctuation is 
implemented in this sub-stage. Table 2 gives an example of 
the executed process.

Symbols removal. It is a common practice for social 
media users to add various symbols in the posts. Some of 
these symbols reflect various form of emotional status, 
while others are randomly added. In this sub-stage, symbols 
are removed in an attempt to maintain only textual data 
which will be utilized in the upcoming stages. An example 
of the symbols removal process is explained in Table 3.

Numbers removal. The approach adopted in this 
research relied on the textual data only. Therefore, numbers 
are excluded from the original tweets. An example of the 
numbers removal process is illustrated in Table 4.

Retweets removal. It has been proven that the accuracy 
of the textual data-mining process is highly affected by the 
quality of the mined data. Hence, to create rich textual data, 

1 Available at: https://github.com/ebady/Iraqi-Arabic-Dialect-
Dataset (accessed 28.02.2022).

Table 1. The critical cases according to experts

ID Expert A Expert B Expert C Decision

1 P P P P
2 P P N P
3 P P IDK P
4 P N P P
5 P N N N
6 P N IDK Nu
7 P IDK P P
8 P IDK N Nu
9 P IDK IDK IDK

10 N P P P
11 N P N N
12 N P IDK Nu
13 N N P N
14 N N N N
15 N N IDK N
16 N IDK P Nu
17 N IDK N N
18 N IDK IDK IDK
19 IDK P P P
20 IDK P N Nu
21 IDK P IDK IDK
22 IDK N P Nu
23 IDK N N N
24 IDK N IDK IDK
25 IDK IDK P IDK
26 IDK IDK N IDK
27 IDK IDK IDK IDK

https://github.com/ebady/Iraqi-Arabic-Dialect-Dataset
https://github.com/ebady/Iraqi-Arabic-Dialect-Dataset
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a decision was made to eliminate repeated tweets in attempt 
to introduce new posts and exclude repeated sentences.

URL removal. As part of the corpus creation process, 
URLs are implicitly included in the collected tweets. Since 
this research targeted a text-based SA approach, URLs are 
ignored. Table 5 illustrates the URL removal process.

Non-Arabic letter removal. Social media users express 
their opinions using nonstandard Arabic language. Mixing 
Arabic and Non-Arabic letters, such as English, is widely 
used. Since the aim of this research is to extract Arabic 

text, letters from other languages are excluded. An example 
of the Non-Arabic letter removal process is shown in Table 6.

Stop words removal. The authors of [17] used 
a comprehensive list of Arabic stop words to clean the 
collected data. In the same way, this research utilized the 
same stop words list. The consulted Arabic stop words list 
consists of 750 words.

Elongated words processing. To emphasis their 
opinions or highlight a point of view, social media users 
widely repeat various letters in modern Arabic language. 

Fig. 3. Annotation process

Table 2. Punctuation removal process

Original tweets Processed tweets

Table 4. Number removal process

Original tweets Processed tweets

Table 3. Symbols removal process

Original tweets Processed tweets

Table 5. URL removal process

Original tweets Processed tweets

Table 6. Non-Arabic letter removal

Original tweets Processed tweets
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Such behaviors generate elongated words which are 
inaccurate from a spelling perspective. For example, the 
word “عاجل”, which means “breaking news” in English, 
is written as “عاااااااااااااااااااجل” by repeating the letter “ا” (in 
English “Aleph”) more than once. To deal with such cases a 
two-steps procedure is proposed in this research, dictionary 
creation and spelling correction.

Dictionary creation. The ultimate aim of this step is to 
create a comprehensive list of Arabic words which contain 
repeated letter. Two source of textual dataset have been 
utilized, e-newspaper article and Facebook posts, to achieve 
this step. Fig. 4 depicts the dictionary creation process.

Initially, articles from local Iraqi e-newspaper are 
extracted using web scraper software. The extracted articles 
are processed to identify words with repeated letters. The 
identified words are added to the created word dictionary. 
All in all, 5330 words were extracted from five local Iraqi 
e-newspapers.

To ensure that various sources of modern Iraqi dialect 
are used in the dictionary creation step, another textual 
dataset was extracted from Facebook. Facebook textual 
data is processed to identify words with repeated letters. 
The identified words are examined by human experts to 
check their spelling accuracy. Eventually, 195 words were 
identified form Facebook textual datasets and added to 
the created dictionary. Table 7 gives a breakdown of the 
number of the words identified from each dataset.

The identified words are added to the word dictionary 
in such a way that duplicated words are removed. 
Furthermore, the growth rate is calculated each time a 
new word list is added to the dictionary. The growth rate 
is used to indicate the percentage of newly added words. 
Fig. 5 shows that for the addition of the last three datasets 
the growth rate almost levelled out. Hence, a decision was 
made that no more datasets were required. Overall, 5452 
words were added to the created dictionary.

Spelling correction. The process of elongated word 
spelling correction is illustrated in Fig. 6. The core step is 
comparing the elongated word extracted from the original 
tweets with the words in the dictionary constructed on 
the previous step. The comparison is performed in such 
a way that the number of consecutive repeated letters 
is disregarded if a match is found. The spelling of the 
extracted word is altered to match the spelling of the word 
in the dictionary. In addition, a special case, words starting 
with the Arabic letter “و” (“waw” in English) are checked. 

In the Arabic language the letter “و” (“waw” in English) 
is used to join to words. So, if the second word starts with 

Fig. 4. Dictionary creation process

Table 7. Words dictionary and growth rate

Dataset name Size, KB No. of elongated words
No. of elongated words at the word dictionary after each merge 

Merge 1 Merge 2 Merge 3 Merge 4 Merge 5

E-News DS1 7116 3259 4655
E-News DS2 4978 2808 5103
E-News DS3 2354 1568 5247
E-News DS4 1818 712 5330
E-News DS5 1002 495 5452

FB-DS1 1049 195

Fig. 5. Data dictionary merge growth rate level
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the letter “waw” then the letter will be repeated more than 
once. Hence, to tackle such a situation the following word 
is compared with the words in the dictionary. As a result, 
the number of the repeated letters is reduced to one letter. 
Eventually, more accurate tweets are generated.

Data Mining

The goal of this stage is to classify the collected tweets 
into two categories, positive and negative. A three-step 
process is implemented to achieve this goal. 

Tokenization. In this step the collected tweets are 
converted into a words vector. A Term Frequency-Inverse 
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) approach is executed with 
the help of Weka. All in all, 4541 tokens were identified.

Feature selection. To reduce the collected dataset 
dimensions, four feature-selection approaches are executed. 
Accordingly, the number of features (i.e. tokens) are 
reduced from 4541 to a maximum of 28 features. Table 8 
shows the executed approaches and the number of features 
obtained on each approach.

Classification. Recent research [8, 18] reported that the 
SVM method has generated good results in social media 
text mining, consequently, this paper implemented two 
versions of SVM. The sequential minimal optimization 
(SMO) [19] was executed first, the obtained results were 
compared with LibSVM method. A detailed illustration of 
the obtained results is presented in the next section.

Fig. 6. Elongated words spelling correction process

Table 8. Feature selection

No.
Attributes selection approach

No. of selected attributes
Evaluator Search method

1 cfsSubsetEva Best first 22
2 cfsSubsetEval Greedy stepwise 23
3 Correlation Attribute Eval Ranker 28
4 InfoGainAttributeEval Ranker 23
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Results Analysis

The validity of the proposed research methodology was 
tested using eight combinations of four feature-selection 
approaches and two versions of SVM classification 
algorithms. Additionally, performance criteria such as F1-
Measure, Recall, Precision and Accuracy were calculated 
as well. The obtained results are summarized in Table 9.

Fig. 7 shows that, in terms of accuracy, LibSVM has 
outperformed SMO in three out of four tests. Furthermore, 

LibSVM has secured the highest accuracy obtained across 
all datasets. The data on the results table also indicate that 
LibSVM has surpassed SMO with respect to precession 
measure, except for the first test where both algorithms 
secured the same result. Similarly, LibSVM achieved better 
results regarding the Recall and F1-measure in three tests 
out of four. Together, these results suggest that LibSVM 
has better performance than SMO and the proposed 
methodology provides a satisfactory result.

Conclusion

An open access of CIAD corpus is presented in this 
paper. The compiled corpus consists of 1170 tweets. The 
collected tweets have been manually annotated by three 
experts. CIAD would facilitate further studies in the SA 
for the Iraqi Dialect to identify the implications of positive/
negative tweets. An elongated words dictionary has been 
created to tackle the similarity between elongated words 
and repeated letters of standard words. Various text sources, 
formal and informal, have been employed to construct the 
presented dictionary. Eventually, 450 out of 1170 tweets 
were used to test two versions of SVM classifier, LibSVM 
and SMO. LibSVM outperformed SMO and produced the 
best accuracy at 78 %. The obtained results are relatively 
acceptable and subject to further improvements in future 
studies. 

Table 9. Performance criteria

No. Algorithm Accuracy, % Precision, % Recall, % F1-Measure, %

1
SMO 76.2 81.2 63.7 71.4
LibSVM 78.1 81.2 68.9 74.5

2
SMO 76.2 81.2 63.7 71.4
LibSVM 65.7 95.8 27.4 42.7

3
SMO 68.14 89.1 35.9 51.1
LibSVM 73.89 100 43.8 60.9

4
SMO 67.78 88.9 35.1 50.3
LibSVM 72.22 100 40.2 57.4

Fig. 7. Classification algorithms accuracy
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